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Thie Present State of Astronomy.

The nineteenth century has been a period of inarvefl*ous and
hitherto, unequalled progress ini scientific studies. It is the century
of xnachinery and invention. Every scientific pursuit lias feit its
quickening influence: but perhaps this wonderful activity and pro-
gress can be seen at its best in the recent discoveries ini the realms of
Astronomy. Prom its very nature it was one of the most. ancient.of
the scien-ces. Its home was in the Eanst. In the briglit and eloudless
skies of Chaldea and Bgypt no one with even ordinary powers of per-
ception and observation could fail to observe that day and niglit, the
seasons and the years depend upon the imotions of the heavenly bod-
ies. Those men of ancient times could see tixat the stars moved regu-
lariy and that there were a few distant orbs which seenxed to, wander
about without any definite order of inoveinent. This was the begin-
ning of Astronomy.

Astronoxny in tbose days was of an txceedingly practical nature:
the~ Phoenicians gvided their slips by the stars; travellers at night
guided their courses across great deserts in a similar manner -, and
fariners sowed their seeds by observations of the positions of the stars,
since at that time they had no true calendar.

Vet at thîs tixne there was no science of Astronomy. The knoW-
Iedge of the stars consisted simply in observations of their inovenieuts
and the corresponding variations ini terrestrial circunustances. They
possessed no theoretical knowledge of the formation of the Universe.
The Chinese over forty centuries ago were able to calculate before-
band the time of an eclipse but they were unable to ascertain Wbat
caused the ec-lipse. They neyer progressed much beyond fiis, and
even at the present time are practically in the saine condition. With
this ancient time when Astrononxy was littie mnore than Astrology,
when the inagicians prophesied by contemplating the stars, and noth..
ing of their real dliaracter and importance was even dreanied of, com-
pare the present century and the science of Astronomy as it exists to-~
,day, when we are nearly as well acquainted 'with the physical anid
#hetnical constitution of the Sun as we are with sonie parts of» the
Barth itself.

Another interesting comparison relates to the importance assign-
ed to the Barth in the Universe in different stages of the development
of Astronoxny. Prom the earliest times the Barth was considered as
the centre of the Universe and its niost important pait. The Sun,
Moon and Stars were in existence siinply- for the purpose of bestow-
ing liglit, heat and guidance upon the inhabitauts of the BEarth. This
theory prevailedl generally anlong Astronomers until the time of Co-
pernicus about i5oo A.'J)., .when an important change vzas miade in
the theory of the Universe. The Sun was supposed to be in the cen-
tre pei.eectly at rest, around wvhich the planets revolved, whule the
stars weire ini absolute rest. This theory tak.es away the predomn-
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